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This is one of the most thought provoking classes I have taken. The instructor encourages individual thought and
self-reflection, rather than focused on regurgitation of material. He also teaches the class as a sociology class rather
than an English class, like some other instructors.

Koch

Best teacher I've had at Texas Tech! I loved how the class was discussion based I think its the most effective way to
learn! Loved hearing everyones opinions while others remained respectful.

Koch

Dr. Koch is most likely the best and most influential professor that I have had over my current 148 hours completed.Koch

The best professor I have had in my four years at Tech. So passionate about what he teaches and makes sure we get
a chance to explore different topics we are interested about.

Koch

does a very good job, would for sure recommend him and this class to anyone. i for sure think this is the only class
that had me looking forward to reading research articles and im always thinking and observing this outside of class
that would be a good discussion inside. 10/10

Koch

One of the best teachers I've ever hadKoch

Best professor and great classKoch

Dr. Koch is one of the more influential professors I've had in my four years here. He inspires critical thinking while
encouraging you to keep an open mind to controversial subjects.

Koch

Hands down of the best educators at Texas Tech. He is the sole reason that sociology is my minor and definitely
does more than just teach a syllabus.

Koch

Really enjoyed the class very interesting and the different way test were handledKoch

Professor Koch is one of the most intelligent professors I have ever met during my time at Texas Tech. Ask him
anything about religion and he will most definitely have an answer for you. I'm glad that I was able to be taught by
him my last semester. I especially loved his dad jokes and all the magic tricks he would show us before class started!

Koch
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